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The verse: 

A dog’s Buddha nature

The perfect manifestation, the true command

A little has or has not 

And body and life are lost

After this long period of time, finally we come to the end of this koan of Joshu’s mu. Today I’ll give teisho 

on the verse, or the gatha. This form of a poem is Mumon’s tying up of this koan of Joshu’s, in the sense of finishing it 

up. If you simply glance at this gatha, and look at it not very carefully, you might think that Master Mumon ran of 

strength when he got to the gatha part, and he didn’t write a very good one, but if you really chew on it carefully then 

you see that it’s an awesomely great verse.

But it’s really no easy thing, even studying for three or four or five years, it’s not easy to get to the bottom of 

how Master Mumon grasped Master Joshu’s mu. You can’t just look at it dry eyed. You have to cry when you’re trying

to contemplate this koan. Knowing how difficult it is to understand this verse, I don’t really want to give teisho on it. 

Isn’t that the way it is? Everybody’s like this. If someone asks you about your wife, you don’t want someone asking 

you about your wife. Any wife is the same. If someone asks her about her husband, that’s not what she wants to be 

asked about. These are the kind of conditions that come up within the life of a couple. If you really know what it’s like 

to be in a coupled relationship you know that it’s not something that you ask other people about. 

The first line of the gatha is “The dog’s Buddha nature.” Now this is of course what the koan was about in 

the first place. The monk asks Master Joshu whether this little puppy that comes on the scene has Buddha nature or 

doesn’t, or we could equally well all say whether that puppy is manifesting Buddha nature or isn’t. 

If you can’t hear Master Mumon’s “the puppy Buddha nature,” the puppy part and the Buddha nature part 

both, as him talking about you, then there’s no way that you’re going to be able to understand what he’s trying to say. 

No matter what koan you receive in your Zen practice, every single koan is about you. You shouldn’t be thinking about

something else outside of yourself when you are studying koans. Whenever there’s a subject looking upon an object, 

when you are asked about a situation like that, you have to come to sanzen and give a real Zen answer. You have to 

give the kind of answer that expresses the self looking upon the self. If it’s not that kind of answer, then it’s not the 

right sort of answer.

The flower that’s appearing in front of you, the sparrow that’s appearing in front of you, they are yourself. 

You have to answer in that way, you have to manifest the wisdom that sees it like that. If you haven’t yet manifested 

the wisdom that sees it like that, then you’re not yet doing Zen practice. This is really an amazing thing, and most 

people will think, if this is what Zen practice is, then Zen practice is just a ridiculous kind of teaching. 
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So don’t try to figure out this puppy Buddha nature just in the same way as you hit the makugyo when you’re

chanting “Na mu ka ra tan,” you should just chant “Puppy Buddha nature” over and over again, not just a couple of 

times, “Puppy Buddha nature,” five hundred, six hundred times, then you might come to understand. Try doing that 

kind of practice. If you do then the wisdom will arise that when a flower appears in front of you that flower just as it is 

you, you just as you are are the flower. 

“Perfect manifestation, command of truth.” In other words, other than that, there is nothing. If you’re tied up 

by words, if you’re tied up by things, you can’t be a real Zen person. You know about this yourselves, from your own 

experience, and you think, “Oh it’s so great to see you,” and both hug each other, and that’s the end of it. There’s no 

need to say anything else. 

When subject and object meet they manifest one Buddha nature together. Just to chant “Puppy Buddha 

nature, perfect manifestation, command of truth,” that’s enough. There’s no need to give teisho, or to listen to teisho 

about this. However, it is also said that even if you totally chant this, there will be a time when the chanting ends, the 

chanting will come to a stop, and when the chanting stops, then the I am appears. 

Master Mumon really gave us a good poem here. He’s saying something very good. When we hug each other

past, present, and future are gone. That’s a really good thing. We cannot, however, keep hugging each other forever. 

The time will come, the season will come, when we raise our heads from that hug, when we raise our heads and see 

each other from that hug. You must not think of this as talking about somebody else, or something else. You have to 

really reflect upon you yourself, you hugging your friend, you really manifesting that condition yourself.

To me it seems as if Master Mumon is asking this very sharp question: When you are hugging your friend, 

your lover, are you thinking “I love you, I am being loved by you,” or not? Are you thinking about past, present, and 

future? Are you thinking “I” and “you”? Perfect manifestation, command of truth. Sit zazen and contemplate this as a 

hug. In the action of the hug, there’s no time to think, “She’s beautiful,” “He’s handsome.” We don’t have that kind of 

time.

The time activity and Buddha nature and the Buddha activity are the same. When true Buddha nature is 

manifest neither past, present, nor future is there. When perfect time is manifest neither past, present, nor future are 

there. When perfect time is manifest, that is the perfect self that is manifest, and when the perfect self is manifest, past, 

present and future have vanished. Even though you do zazen for five or six years, you still cannot get this, you still 

cannot understand this principle. This seems like such a shame, it makes me want to cry.

Then we raise our heads, and subject and object, those I am selves, appear. That’s what Master Mumon is 

getting at. At once past, present, and future, those aspects of time, appear. This is something that you have to carefully 

contemplate doing zazen. When past, present, and future appear, the present moment which is the distance between 

past and future is the foundation of the I am. I’ve told you this fundamental Buddhist teaching many, many times. 

The kind of Zen practice that has totally forgotten this essential principle that the foundation of the I am is 

distance seems quite popular both in America and in Japan. Buddhism teaches that that self which has been manifest 

will inevitably grow and develop. As I’ve told you many, many times, the teaching of Buddhism says that when the I 

am which is the distance between past and future is manifest at that very moment simultaneously that is when mother 

and father also are manifest. But because you’ve been educated to think that your mother and father appeared before 
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you, you can’t understand the nature of your growing and developing. When you appear, that is when your mother and 

father simultaneously appear. When mother and father appear that is the very moment you appear. This is what you 

should carefully contemplate. This is what you should study until you have manifested the wisdom that clearly knows 

this principle.

If you forget this essential, fundamental principle, and instead go on and study The Blue Cliff Record or this 

and that other complex compendium of koans, it’s going to be useless to you. A koan is something which clearly 

teaches the nature of the way of being of the I am self. In other words, a koan is something that gives you the solution 

to your I am self. And I think I have told you many, many times that in Tathagata Zen we say right from the start that 

distance is the I am, that the I am is distance. 

It is not until distance appears that the I am appears and vice versa, and when that I am distance appears, if it 

can look upon past as father and future as mother, then that is the sort of self that is doing Zen practice. The world that 

you live in and father’s world and mother’s world, they are all one world. But everybody is taught that the future world 

and the past world are utterly different from the world that we live in. Isn’t it true that in general religious teachings 

teach that God’s world and our human world are absolutely different from each other? If God and us were living in 

different worlds, even if we were to call out to God to help us, how could he help us? If God was living in a different 

world, we could call to him endlessly, but he could never come and help us. The cosmos is just one, and that is where 

we all live. However, in that one world, past, present, and future, mother, father, and child, appear.

And I believe as well that I’ve told you over and over again many times, that when the I am appears it comes 

to manifest the wisdom that knows that it is embraced from the inside by father and from the outside by mother. And 

I’ve also told you up until now that that’s not always the case, that sometimes it’s the opposite, that sometimes father is 

embracing from the outside, and mother is the one at those times embracing from the inside. Mother and father never, 

according to Buddhism, run off somewhere and abandon you. They are always on your outside and your inside 

embracing you. From this you should be able to clearly understand what I’ve taught you so often, that past, present, and

future are not separate from each other, that past, present, and future are manifesting one world. 

As I was beginning to speak about before, the I am who is manifest inevitably grows up. According to 

Tathagata Zen, in the process of growing and developing, the father who is on the inside and the future, mother on the 

outside, with every step that the self in between grows, mother and father get older. This is something that requires you 

to contemplate it very carefully. You are growing and developing and when you come to complete that process, when 

you have perfectly grown up, that means that mother and father who have been getting older and older, now have 

totally vanished. When mother and father disappear, at that very moment, simultaneously, the incomplete, imperfect, 

the I am who must grow, also disappears. And when that happens, when mother and father and the imperfect I am who 

must grow, all three disappear, that is when the perfect self, the perfect manifestation, command of truth is manifest. 

The perfect self in Buddhism, in Tathagata Zen, is called the manifestation of one Buddha nature. This same condition 

is also called the Dharmakaya, the manifestation of the perfect Buddha. Also Buddhism teaches that this same 

condition is the great cosmos itself.

Master Mumon has been chanting at us, “Perfect manifestation, command of truth.” Now we should be able 

to understand what he’s trying to say. Past, present, and future are gone, and perfect manifestation, command of truth, 
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the perfect self, the state that has gone beyond all comparisons, is manifest. That is the great absolute space itself, and 

so you can see that if you insist on fixating your I am and attaching to it and sitting there in that I am saying this and 

that and the other, there’s no way you’re going to become a Zen practitioner. The perfect self is manifest and mother 

and father are absolutely gone. But it in fact is not really that they have gone, it’s that the child, you, have received all 

of their power, they have disappeared into you and become your content. 

This is getting perhaps a little bit off the track but Buddhism teaches that it is the very nature of mother and 

father to take the initiative and give all of themselves to the child. What it means to be a mother and father, is to give 

one’s entire body to the child, and Buddhism says that other than that activity, of motherly and fatherly giving of the 

entire body, there is no love. Buddhism calls this activity of true love the manifestation of jihi, mercy or compassion.

And the child unfailingly receives the love, receives the strength of mother and father, and that activity of 

receiving is also loving. When mother and father are doing the activity of love, the child is also doing the activity of 

love, although the child is being the ukemi [?}, the child is being the receiver of love, this is still love. 

When mother and father are finished, have completed doing their acts of compassion, mercy, that is when the

child manifests itself as the perfect self. Conversely, when the child, when the self, completes its activity of receiving 

both mother and father, that is when the I am imperfect self is gone, and that is when mother and father as objects also 

vanish. That is when the condition that has gone beyond all comparison called perfection of self is manifest.

From hearing this you should understand that when we talk about manifesting one Buddha nature in 

Tathagata Zen we’re not talking about some cinchy simple thing. On the other hand, Buddhism also teaches that 

everyone is already manifesting one Buddha nature. When one Buddha nature is manifest it isn’t fixated. Again it will 

break apart, and when that happens, again past, present, and future appear in the one and only world. 

Now I would like you to ice off your brain and really listen carefully and wake up. Buddhism doesn’t stop 

here, Buddhism further asks you another question: What about that condition of one Buddha nature that was 

manifesting prior to the appearance of the self? What was it doing? Was it just asleep? Was it resting? Was it acting? 

What was it doing? If you’ve been studying Zen for quite some time, just hearing this one question you should be able 

to realize it. Before mother, father, and child were born, before past, present, and future appeared, what kind of 

condition was that? 

Buddhism says that you have to clearly understand that before the appearance of past, present, and future in 

the manifestation of one Buddha nature itself, there were only two, only the two essential forces of tatha-gata and tatha-

agata, thus going and thus coming, only the two essential activities of plus and minus, nothing else. 

[tape ends]

...forces of being and non-being, acting together, forming the great cosmos itself. That is the world in which 

neither human beings nor animals nor birds nor fish nor insects nor plants have yet been manifest. That world, 

however, according to Buddhism, is in no way a totally static world at rest. It is a world of activity. However, it is a 

world of utterly will-less activity. The two essential forces of plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, are acting 

will-lessly, facing and totally unifying, facing and unifying, again and again, and this will-less activity of the two is 

called the state of the source.
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Master Mumon uses these simple words, “perfect manifestation, command of truth,” to describe this 

condition of the origin.

The Buddha, who experienced the great cosmos itself, taught about that. He taught about that condition of the

origin, and he said that it was an activity of being and non-being directly facing each other and then totally unifying and

then directly facing over and over. Buddhism teaches that the condition of the origin is an activity in which being and 

non-being meet each other directly and then totally experience each other, and this condition of them mutually 

experiencing each other is a totally will-less condition. And it’s also taught in Buddhism that if you contemplate this 

yourself inevitably you will come to the same conclusion, that the condition of the origin is this activity of the two 

directly facing and unifying over and over again. Within this experience of the two mutually experiencing each other, 

in this condition there is no separation. They never separate from each other. 

Master Mumon says that in that mutual experience of being and non-being there is no will, it’s done will-

lessly. You must sit zazen and contemplate this for yourself or you’re not really doing Zen practice. Being and non-

being, u and mu, keep acting, keep unifying and directly facing, experiencing each other again and again, innumerable 

countless times, and as this process continues eventually, according to Buddhism, this activity gives rise to a unique 

new phenomenon called jo-ai, the feeling of love.

This unique jo-ai, the feeling of love, comes up, and it is a difficult thing to really understand, and Buddhism 

says that one way to understand it is to see that it is the heart activity, but it is an imperfect manifestation of the heart 

activity. This feeling of love, this activity of the feeling of love, is the I am self, becomes the I am self. But the activity 

of the feeling of love has not yet appeared. It is just plus and minus mutually embracing each other now.

Plus and minus, being and non-being, mutually embrace each other again and again and again until finally 

they just can’t do it anymore, and it is then that they manifest, they give this imperfect heart activity that appears in 

between them. And as I’ve told you so many times it is then that they both give one-trillionth of their total activity of 

heart, and those two imperfect parts come together and manifest this feeling of love that appears in between them 

which is distance.

So let’s say that being is standing up on the inside and non-being is standing up on the outside and in 

between is the present moment, the distance. Because I teach you this same thing again and again, I shouldn’t have to 

go into the details of it again, here.

When the imperfect I am which is distance is manifest the very nature of that I am is that it must grow, it 

must develop, it must grow up into the perfect self. 

“A little being and non-being.” When Master Mumon starts talking about that it’s very difficult to 

understand. You have to really put plenty of deep contemplation into it if you hope to understand it, but what he’s 

talking about is this condition of the imperfect I am being born and needing to grow up.

Some of you are studying the koan mu and really struggling with it, so what about it, you folks? When being 

and non-being experience each other, what happens? When being experiences non-being then non-being is 

experiencing being, they’re doing their mutual experiencing at the same time. Being and non-being are acting in one 

shared world, therefore when being experiences non-being, non-being is experiencing being. Very carefully 

contemplate this. 
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Of course, in the condition of the origin that kind of activity is occurring without will. Being and non-being 

will-lessly, simultaneously experiencing each other. If you have not yet manifested the wisdom that really knows that 

condition, then you have not yet started Zen practice.

The experiencing happens at the same time, simultaneously. But what happens when being and non-being 

mutually, simultaneously experience each other? Being and non-being experience each other, that means they become 

one with each other. When they become one with each other, they both vanish. Isn’t that right? 

The perfect manifestation of this is called the manifestation of perfect zero, the manifestation of what 

traditionally in Buddhism has been called the activity of emptiness. Personifying that condition, Buddhism teaches that 

that very condition is the manifestation of true love. Everyone says we can’t live without love, and that’s true. It’s 

through our manifesting these conditions of zero that we grow up. To manifest zero is to enter the very first step in the 

process of growing and developing. This is when the original condition of the source has manifested a new condition of

the source. 

According to Buddhism it is the very nature of the condition of the origin to not fixate itself. It will inevitably

go on to manifest conditions of the origins at levels two, three, four, five, six, seven, and eight, and on and on and so 

forth. 

If you are listening as seriously as I’m speaking then you also will sweat and cry tears of blood. That’s really 

how I’m speaking. I’m sweating and I’m crying tears of blood.

The reason why you have to listen to teisho like that is because the activities that I’m describing are the 

activities that you yourself right now are actually doing. This is the same as to say that every koan is about you, is 

meant to solve your problem of yourself. 

I know that there are more things that I need to say about it but I’ll at least provisionally end my teishos on 

this koan.

The End
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